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TRUSTEE NOTES
RECYCLING:
The Trustees recently closed the Recycling center located at 55
Nye Road, but the recycling center located at the Township Road
Department at 558 Fairport Nursery Road remains open 24/7.
While the Trustees feel that recycling is very important, it has put
HUPUJYLHZLKI\YKLUVU[OL;V^UZOPWIV[OÄZJHSS`HUK[OYV\NO
increase use of manpower. It has also had a negative impact on
those residents living in close proximity to the drop locations.
So, continuing to fund a Township recycling program would not
be in the best interest of the Township as a whole thus resulting
in discontinuing the service. As always, the Trustees’ number one
priority is providing the most necessary services to the residents
while ensuring the best use of both manpower and budgetary
resources.
The Township does not regulate the trash service township-wide,
allowing the residents the freedom to choose their own carrier.
On this premise, we are trying to supply information below listing
the various trash haulers and their prices for trash collection as
well as recycling (if they offer it), in hopes of giving the township
residents another option than just the recycling center at the
Township Road Department.

POTENTIAL HAULERS
1.) 4HQVY>HZ[L+PZWVZHS:LY]PJLZ
6430 Vrooman Road
7HPULZ]PSSL6OPV
Phone: 440-254-4929

2.) <UP]LYZHS+PZWVZHS0UJ
6SK:[H[L9VHK
Chardon, Ohio 44024
Phone: 1-888-246-8081

TRASH AND RECYCLING COSTS
*\YYLU[*VZ[9HUNLZHYLHZMVSSV^Z!
1.) Customers using their own bags or cans,
$21 / Month Trash only.
2.) One of our 96 Gallon Toters $22/month
Month Trash only.
3.) Trash and Recycling $25.50 / Month
includes 96 Gallon Toters (Trash) 64
Gallon Toters for Recycling
4.) Existing Customers adding Recycling,
an additional $3.50 / Month.
5.) Customers only wanting to Recycle,
without Trash service, is $5 / Month.
;OL-VSSV^PUN-LLZKVHWWS`!
A.) One Time Delivery Charge of $25.00 plus
fuel surcharge to have containers delivered.
*\YYLU[*VZ[9HUNLZHYLHZMVSSV^Z!
1.) $19.50 / Month plus fuel surcharge for
Trash and Recycling Services which
include 4 – 30 gallon size cans or 5
garbage bags (Trash). You’re your own
containers (Marked Recycling) or
purchased blue bags from grocery stores
for Recycling.

The highest price for recycling listed below is $5.00 per month,
which if you consider the price of gas verses having to drive to the
recycling center may make some sense for some residents.

2.) $19.50 / Month plus fuel surcharge for
Trash and Recycling Services which
includes Delivery Charge (See above) and a
96 Gallon Polykart (Trash) and a choice of
64 Gallon Polykart or 18 Gallon Bins.

The Trustees in no way endorse any of the Trash Haulers listed
below, we are just trying to provide another option to our
residents when it comes to recycling.

<UP]LYZHS+PZWVZHS0UJKVLZU»[WYV]PKLQ\Z[9LJ`JSPUN:LY]PJLZ`V\T\Z[Z\IZJYPIL[V
IV[O;YHZOHUK9LJ`JSPUN[V\ZL[OLPYZLY]PJLZ
3.) >HZ[L4HUHNLTLU[VM6OPV0UJ ;OLMLLZKVYHUNLIHZLKVU[OLMVSSV^PUN!
10237 Cutts Road
A.) If paid in full for the year.
Chardon, Ohio 44024
B.) The Rate, based on Street address /
location.
Phone: 1-866-797-9018
C.) Rates established prior to other customer
sign-ups.
*\YYLU[YHUNLZ!WS\ZHU`MLLZHYLHZMVSSV^Z!
1.) $19 - $24 for 5 containers / bags of trash
2.) $21 - $26 for 95 gallon cart service
3.) Pre-paid Orange bags @ $2:50 to $ 3:50
per bag
5V9LJ`JSPUNPZVMMLYLKH[[OPZ[PTLK\L[VHSHJRVMHYLZPKLU[PHS]VS\TLJVTTP[TLU[
;OL6WLYH[PVUZ;LHTPZ^VYRPUNVUHWSHU[VTHYRL[[V[OLYLZPKLU[Z[VVMMLY9LJ`JSPUN
ZLY]PJL^P[OHJVTTP[TLU[SL]LSIHZLKVU[OLYLZWVUZLZMYVTYLZPKLU[Z.

TRUSTEE NOTES
cont’d...
4.) :JOLPILY»Z/H\SPUN
*\YYLU[*VZ[ZHYLHZMVSSV^Z!
76)V_
1.) $17 / Month Trash Only, includes 96 Gallon
Fairport Harbor, Ohio 44077-8106
Toter on Wheels.
Phone: 440-477-9211
([WYLZLU[[PTL5V9LJ`JSPUNPZVMMLYLKI\[[OL`HYL^VYRPUNVUHYLJ`JSLWYVNYHTHUK
^PSSILLZ[HISPZOPUNYH[LZ

ZONING DEPARTMENT
2012 Zoning Permit Summary

( [V[HS VM  AVUPUN *LY[PÄJH[LZ ^LYL PZZ\LK K\YPUN 
This represented a decrease of almost 9% from the prior year,
with the largest portion of the drop-off occurring around and
following the election. Here is a break-down by category:

* New dwellings
* Commercial
OHIO TOWNSHIP ASSOCIATION REPORT ON TOWNSHIP * Industrial
* Zoning Use & Occupancy
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE:
;OL 6OPV;V^UZOPW (ZZVJPH[PVU H UVUWYVÄ[ VYNHUPaH[PVU YLJLU[S` * Alterations
authorized a study on Government Structure. Below are some excerpts * Fences
MYVT[OLZ[\K`[VZLLHIYVJO\YLV\[SPUPUN[OLZ[\KPLZÄUKPUNZWSLHZL * Signs
visit our website at www.painesvilletwp.com and look under NEWS). * Swimming Pools
* Residential Additions

Report Summary:
International researcher Wendell Cox recently completed a study
of Ohio’s government structure, detailing the value of smaller local
governments. The report examines how tax dollars are used and
provides L_HTWSLZVMOV^[V^UZOPWZHYLTVYLLMÄJPLU[HUKLMMLJ[P]L
[OHU[OLPYJV\U[LYWHY[Z

26
4
3
27
3
32
40
9
42

* Accessory Structures
* Accessory Use
* Transient Vendor
* Site Plan Reviews
* Zoning Amendments
* Zonig Appeals
* Conditional Uses
* Exemptions
* Right-of-way Access

19
2
7
4
1
10
2
7
5

A total of four (4) permit applications were denied for various
reasons.

SAYING HELLO & WELCOME TO NEW BUSINESSES IN 2012
Colini’s Parlor 88
1657 Mentor Ave
:WVPSPUN7L[Z-VY@V\33*
4LU[VY(]L
Township Structure:
Dreamz Sweet Shoppe
1525 Madison Ave.
Ohio relies on its local governments, particularly its 1,308 townships, Take2 Fashions
1855 North Ridge Rd.
MVY LZZLU[PHS ZLY]PJLZ PUJS\KPUN! YVHKZ ÄYL WYV[LJ[PVU LTLYNLUJ`
368 Blackbrook Blvd.
medical services, police protection, waste management, senior Consumer Support Services Inc.
0UR^LSS;H[[VV*VTWHU`33*
 4LU[VY(]L
centers, parks and recreation, street lighting, zoning and cemetery
Arissa’s Gourmet Your Way
2000 North Ridge Rd.
maintenance. Ohio townships have an average population of 3,100.
Greenwalt Industries
1760 North Ridge Rd.
Townships rely almost exclusively on the local property tax for their
3\TILY3PX\PKH[VYZ
 4LU[VY(]L
funding and, unlike municipalities, are not permitted to collect income
4LKPJHSS33*
4LU[VY(]L
taxes. +PK `V\ RUV^& 6US`   VM `V\Y WYVWLY[` [H_ KVSSHYZ HYL
4LU[VY(]L
HSSVJH[LK[V[OL;V^UZOPWI\KNL[[OLYLTHPUPUN PZJVU[YVSSLK -PYZ[(TLYPJHU3VHUZ
I`[OLJV\U[`
CVS Minute Clinic
1506 Mentor Ave.
Pure NRG Coffee Bar
1760 North Ridge Rd.
)LULÄ[ZVM;V^UZOPWZ!
4LU[VY(]L
Data shows that smaller local governments, i.e. townships, have lower 3PSS`»Z3HUKPUN
412 Bacon Rd.
taxes per capita and spend less per capita. In 2007, local governments Cora’s Cupcakes
2169 Mentor Ave.
had direct general expenditures of $48.4 billion. Townships spent less Massage Therapy & Spa
than any other local government entity.
Painesville RYO Club
1444 Mentor Ave.
0U[LNYH[LK:VS\[PVUZ(UK,ZZLU[PHSZ33* >LZ[1HJRZVU:[
The lowest per capita local taxation ($75) is in the smallest
NV]LYUTLU[Z^P[OWVW\SH[PVUZ\UKLY3VJHS[H_H[PVUWLYJHWP[H In addition, California Imports & Spa House has moved down
rises in each larger category. The highest local taxation per capita is in the street to 1935 Mentor Ave. and their former location at
the largest cities, those with 100,000 or more population. These cities  (4LU[VY(]LPZUV^VJJ\WPLKI`[OLÄYZ[UL^I\ZPULZZ
have per capita taxation of $856, more than 10 times the smallest [V[OL;V^UZOPWMVY*OPSK*HYL6U;OL:X\HYL
local government population category.
The report compares townships of all sizes with cities and villages
of comparable populations. In the smallest population range (under
1,000) townships and cities and villages spend about the same
amount per capita. In every other population range, townships spend
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`SLZZ

THE APPROACH OF SPRING BRINGS THOUGHTS OF
GARAGE SALES
A resident wishing to have a garage or yard sale is permitted to
place one (1) sign on the property where the sale is being held
while the sale is going on. That sign may not be within the road
right-of-way (which is usually 20 feet from the edge of the road
RIVERSIDE HIGH SCHOOL TRAFFIC IMPROVEMENTS
pavement). Please don’t waste your time or money on signs
7HPULZ]PSSL ;V^UZOPW PZ ^VYRPUN ^P[O [OL 9P]LYZPKL 3VJHS :JOVVS
which are not easily read to begin with being put on utility
District, The Ohio Department of Transportation and Concord
poles, in the road right-of-ways of major intersections, or on
;V^UZOPWVUZVTLWV[LU[PHS[YHMÄJÅV^PTWYV]LTLU[ZPUHUKHYV\UK
property which does not belong to you. Anything more than
the Riverside High School Campus. Some of the improvements being
the one (1) sign on your own property which we do permit is a
proposed are as follows:
violation of our zoning regulations and is a public nuisance. It
 (U HKKP[PVUHS KYP]L LU[YHUJL HUK JPYJ\SHY [YHMÄJ WH[[LYU VU [OL
would also be wise to reconsider holding marathon or weekly
south side of the campus.
garage sales. These are just thoughts that the approach of
:WYPUNJV\SKPUJS\KL0M`V\OH]LX\LZ[PVUZMLLSMYLL[VJHSS
2. Widening of the Riverside Drive / S.R. 84 intersection to include
9PJOPU[OLAVUPUN6MÄJL
HSLM[[\YUSHULZV\[OIV\UKVU:9HSVUN^P[OHUL^[YHMÄJ
signal.
cont’d on last page...

FIRE DEPARTMENT
A WORKING SMOKE DETECTOR SAVES LIVES:
/H]PUN H ^VYRPUN ZTVRL KL[LJ[VY PU `V\Y OVTL ZPNUPÄJHU[S`
PUJYLHZLZ[OLJOHUJL`V\HUK`V\YSV]LKVUL^PSSZ\Y]P]LHÄYL
PU`V\YOVTL,HYS`^HYUPUN[V[OLMHJ[HÄYLPZVJJ\YYPUNPU`V\Y
OVTL^PSSNP]L`V\HUK`V\YMHTPS`[OL[PTL[VNL[V\[(ÄYL^PSS
increase in size by a factor of 4 for every unit of time, example: a
ÄYLPUHSP]PUNYVVT^PSSX\HKY\WSLPUZPaLL]LY`TPU\[L[OH[[OH[
ÄYLPZSLM[[VI\YUZVPUTPU\[LZ[OLÄYL^PSSIL[PTLZHZIPN
HZP[^HZTPU\[LZHNV(MHJ[ÄYLZ\Y]P]VYZTVZ[VM[LUYLWVY[[OL
ÄYLZWYLHKHUKPU[LUZPÄLKZVX\PJRS`-HSSPZ[OL[PTL^LJOHUNL
back the clocks, it’s also the time to change the batteries in your
smoke detector. Any resident needing assistance in changing
batteries or installing a new smoke detector please call town hall
HUKYLX\LZ[[OLHZZPZ[HUJL>LOH]LHSPTP[LKU\TILY
VMMYLLZTVRLKL[LJ[VYZH]HPSHISLMVYV\YYLZPKLU[Z\WVUYLX\LZ[
FIRE DEPARTMENT VEHICLE UPDATE.
+\YPUN  ^L THKL ZL]LYHS HKKP[PVUZ [V V\Y ÅLL[>L HKKLK
a -VYK-_WPJR\W[Y\JRH-VYK,ZJHWLHUKH-VYK,
Chassis to be used to mount a refurbished ambulance box.
The 2012 Ford F250 was purchased with the help of a Homeland
:LJ\YP[` .YHU[ ^L YLJLP]LK MYVT [OL 3HRL *V\U[` /VTLSHUK
:LJ\YP[`*VTTP[[LL;OL]LOPJSLPZHLX\PWWLK^P[OHZUV^WSV^
and towing package. We installed the emergency lights, radio
and decals in house, saving about $3000.00. The snow plow will
IL\ZLK[VJSLHYZUV^H[V\Y[OYLLÄYLZ[H[PVUZ[O\ZYLSPL]PUNV\Y
shorthanded Road Department of those duties. The cost of the
vehicle was $26,612.50; the grant saved the Township $13,000.

;OL-VYK,ZJHWLYLWSHJLZ[OL-VYK*YV^U=PJ[VYPH-PYL
*OPLM»Z]LOPJSLThe Crown Vic was passed down to become the
*HUPUL<UP[MVYV\Y(JJLSLYHU[2 (YZVUKVN>LHYLYLX\PYLK
[V OH]L H ZWLJPHSS` LX\PWWLK ]LOPJSL MVY [OL 2 " HSTVZ[ HSS VM
[OH[LX\PWTLU[JHNLZJYLLUHUKH\[VTH[PJ[LTWLYH[\YLJVU[YVS
monitors) was donated. The K9 unit was a 1993 Ford Explorer
donated by the Concord Twp FD, we had used it for about 5 years,
P[ÄUHSS`Y\Z[LKV\[HUKOHK[VIL[HRLUV\[VMZLY]PJL

[OL JVZ[ VM H UL^ YLZJ\L ZX\HK H[ HU` ^LYL PU [OL  [V
$140,000 price range. We elected to go with a remount of the old
box onto a new chassis. We contacted several companies that
do remounts for a cost estimate. We knew we could get a new
JOHZZPZ MYVT -VYK \UKLY [OLPY T\UPJPWHS ÅLL[ WYVNYHT MVY \UKLY
$25,000. We selected a local company to do the work, Bruce High
Performance Trailers in Painesville, formally known as High Tech.

They offered the best price and we were keeping our money in the
local economy. We will have around $52,000 in the total cost of
[OPZWYVQLJ[HZPNUPÄJHU[KPMMLYLUJL]Z[OLJVZ[VMHUL^ZX\HK>L
are able to make this work because of the relatively good condition
of the ambulance box we have. We will not get all the features and
options available in a new unit, but we will have a very functional
HUKJVZ[LMMLJ[P]LZVS\[PVU[V[OLULLKMVYHYLZJ\LZX\HK;OPZ[OL
ÄYZ[ [PTL ^L OH]L W\YZ\LK [OL YLTV\U[ VW[PVU HUK L_WLJ[ [OLPY
might be some issues, nothing we can’t deal with and make work.

Please visit our Facebook page, Painesville Township Fire
Department and our Township web page: www.PainesvilleTwp.com.

ROAD SERVICE DEPARTMENT
In 2012, The Township accepted brush, leaves and yard waste (twice
weekly) from over 2900 resident drop offs at the Road Service garage.
172 dump truck loads of leaves were hauled away from both the
weekly drop off and the curbside collections.
6]LY  *OYPZ[THZ ;YLLZ ^LYL WPJRLK \W K\YPUN [OL 1HU\HY`
curbside collection.

>LOHK[OLULLK[VYLWSHJLH YLZJ\LZX\HK"[OLJOHZZPZ^HZ
rusting away and became unsafe. The actual ambulance box was
still in good shape, it is constructed of aluminum. We looked at

The brush drop area will re-open on Wednesday April 3, 2013 and
will be open on Wednesdays and Saturdays through December 4.
Information regarding the brush drop off schedule and curbside
collections is available on our website@www.painesvilletwp.com
The Overlook Road storm sewer replacement project is in progress
and we thank you for your patience as the job moves forward.

PRSRT STD
Permit No.
892
Painesville, Ohio
PAINESVILLE TOWNSHIP TRUSTEES
55 Nye Road
Painesville Twp., Ohio 44077

POSTAL CUSTOMER
Painesville Twp., Ohio 44077

DATES TO REMEMBER
February 18 – President’s Day
;V^UZOPW6MÄJLZ^PSSILJSVZLK
4HYJOth – Good Friday
;V^UZOPWVMÄJLZ^PSSJSVZLH[UVVU
(WYPSrd – Township Yard-Waste Drop-Off
Starts every Saturday (10:00 am to 2:00 pm) and every Wednesday (7:30 am to 3:00
WT[OLYLHM[LY[OYV\NO+LJLTILYrdH[[OL7HPULZ]PSSL;V^UZOPW9VHK:LY]PJL.HYHNL
- 558 Fairport-Nursery Road This service is for Painesville Township residents ONLY.
(WYPSth – *VTW\[LY*VSSLJ[PVUI`[OL3HRL*V\U[`:VSPK>HZ[L+PZ[YPJ[
-YVT !HT[V!WTH[[OL3HRL*V\U[`-HPYNYV\UKZ*VTTLYJPHS)\PSKPUN
(JJLW[PUNOVTLJVTW\[LYLX\PWTLU[*7<»ZTVUP[VYZRL`IVHYKZTPJLWYPU[LYZ
TVKLTZHUKZWLHRLYZ*LSS7OVULZHYLHSZVHJJLW[LK5V;LSL]PZPVUZ4PJYV^H]L6]LUZ
[`WL^YP[LYZ+=+WSH`LYZJHTLYZVY=*9Z*HSSVYMVY
more info.
May 11th – :JYHW;PYL*VSSLJ[PVUI`[OL3HRL*V\U[`:VSPK>HZ[L+PZ[YPJ[
Saturday From 8:00 am to 1:00 pm (nominal fee). Lake County Fairgrounds, south
entrance (1301 Mentor Ave., Painesville 44077). . Up to six tires without rims per
resident will be accepted at no charge. Additional tires without rims ($2 each) Tires wiyh
rims ($4 each). Oversized tires ($10 each). *HSSVYMVY
more information.
May 27th – 4LTVYPHS+H`
;V^UZOPWVMÄJLZ^PSSILJSVZLK
June 8th – /V\ZLOVSK/HaHYKV\Z>HZ[L*VSSLJ[PVU
-YVT !HT[V!WTH[[OL3HRL*V\U[`-HPYNYV\UKZUVMLL(JJLW[HISL0[LTZ!
/V\ZLOVSK*SLHULYZHUK:VS]LU[Z!;OPUULYZ2LYVZLUL;\YWLU[PUL3PNO[LY-S\PK:[YPWWLYZ
(\[VTV[P]L-S\PKZ!<ZLK4V[VY6PS.HZVSPUL*VVSHU[Z(U[PMYLLaL.YLHZL6PSIHZLK
7HPU[Z=HYUPZO:OLSSHJZ:[HPUZ(LYVZVSZ7VS`\YL[OHULZ7YPTLYZ.YV\[3PX\PK:VSPK!
7VVS3H^U .HYKLU*OLTPJHSZ7LZ[PJPKLZ>LLK2PSSLYZ:WYH`0UZLJ[PJPKLZ)H[[LYPLZ
¶(SS:PaLZPUJS\KPUNSLHKHJPK OV\ZLOVSK-S\VYLZJLU[)\SIZ7OV[VNYHWO`¸/VII`¹
*OLTPJHSZ4LYJ\Y`,TW[`7YVWHUL;HURZ9VVÄUN;HYZ+YP]L:LHSLYZ
5V>H[LY)HZLK7HPU[Z9HKPVHJ[P]L:TVRL(SHYTZ(TT\UP[PVU,_WSVZP]LZVY
4LKPJHS>HZ[L
*HSSVYMVYTVYLPUMVYTH[PVU

TRUSTEE NOTES
cont’d...
3. Widening S.R. 84 to allow for a left turn for southbound
;YHMÄJPU[V[OLL_PZ[PUN/PNO:JOVVS+YP]L
All off the above improvements are awaiting funding with
construction to possibly begin within two years or sooner.
;OL WYVWVZLK PTWYV]LTLU[Z ^PSS OLSW HSSL]PH[L [YHMÄJ JVU
gestion in and around the Riverside High School Campus.
SNOW FACTS :
Did you know all that snow on the ground will eventually
turn to stormwater? Even though it is wintertime, we still
need to think about stormwater pollution! All the salt, oil,
brake dust, dirt and grime that have built up in the snow
throughout the winter will wash straight down the storm
drain when the snow melts. Remember, water entering storm
KYHPUZ ÅV^Z KPYLJ[S` [V 3HRL ,YPL \U[YLH[LK  +V `V\Y WHY[
[OPZ^PU[LY[VRLLW3HRL,YPLJSLHUMVY[OPZ`LHY»ZZ^PTTPUN
and boating season:
• Don’t overdo it when using salt and try salt alternatives.
Sweep up excess salt from your driveway and sidewalk.
• Take your car to a commercial car wash to wash away the
ZHS[HUKNYPTL+VU»[^HP[MVY[OLÄYZ[YHPUMHSS[VKV[OLQVI
• Fix all leaks on your car
• Throw all your trash in the garbage can and not out the car
window; that includes cigarette butts.
-VY TVYL PUMVYTH[PVU JVU[HJ[ [OL 3HRL *V\U[`
Stormwater Management Department at (440) 3505900 or visit www.lakecountyohio.org/smd.

